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NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Pursuant to Rule 5:19 of the Rules of the Supreme 
Court of Virginia, County of Amherst Board of Supervisors and 
Early Settlers Insurance Company hereby file, by counsel, with 
the Clerk of the Commission their notice of Appeal from the 
opinion issued by Commissioner Miller in the above matter, 
treated as a final order of the Full Comm~ssion. 
For the purpose of having the Clerk certify the 
transcript of the July 8, 1981 Hearing and of including it in 
the record along with the memoranda of counsel on which the 
respective opinions were issued, it is herein stated that the 
appellants challenge the sufficency of the evidence to support 
the finding of the Commission. 
co·UNTY OF AMHERST BOARD OF 
SUPERVISORS AND EARLY SETTLERS 
INSURANCE CO!r1PANY 
By .~·-<. ~ r, ~( ... _; ~ ~~" -• ~ ..,1  ~.Y'~~~\ , A:./=""->--, ' 
Counsel ~ 
William B. Pierce, Jr., Esquire 
P. 0. Box 27552 
Richmond, VA 23261 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, William B. Pierce, Jr., of counsel for employer and 
insurer, hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Notice of 
Appeal was mailed to Donald G. Pendleton, Esquire, P. 0. Box 
493, Amherst, Virginia 24521, counsel for claimant, this 11th 
day of November , 1981. 
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PENDLETON AND GAMBLE 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
POST OFFICE BOX 483 
AMHERST. VIRGINIA 24521 
TELEPHONE: 804-848·7182 
LYNCHBURG: 804-84&·•2 1 8 
DONALD G. PENDLETON 
.J. MICHAEL GAMBLE 
May 6, J1~9:8:1----------~--~~:t~====l ~ PymjabJlt -
-- ---~---------­
i4'fi fff ~ rA-.-r -~ 
.. ~ .i§!'fiOI ?f.IJID _.. . Industrial Commission of Virgini MJ!!:'- . 
Department of Workmen' s CoD1Perisa i~;;;~ 'fO »OCP't-__ ,_...--~ 
p • 0. Box 17 9 4 ttt:fl: Sft!'ti=W 
Richmond, Vi~ginia 23214 1 ~~~-e~~u;;rt~VI=-==~~:;~:;::::~: 
In Re :" · Henry L. Brockman vs U erst (3J) v1 
D/A: 2/10/81 V 
To Whom It ·May Concern: 
Please be ·advised that I represent Henry L. Brockman in 
reference ·to his claim for workmen's ·compensation benefits 
arising from an injury (heart attack) he ·suffered on February 
10, 1981, while ·performing his job ·as a· member of the Amherst 
County Sheriff~s D~partment. 
--·.···-··""' 
We hereby file a claim in reference·to this matter and 
by copy of this letter am giving notice ·of this ·claim to the 
County Administrator of the County of Amherst. 
Thanki~g you, I am, 
DGP: bgr 
cc: R. C. Mayo, III 
County Administrator 
County af Amherst 
Sincerely yours, 
'~ 
Donald G. Pe~n 
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HENRY L. BROCKMAN, Claimant 
v. claim No. 100-60-39 
COUNI'Y OF AMHERST - BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, Employer 
EARLY SETTLERS INSURANCE COMPANY, Insurers 
Donald G. Pendleton, Esq. 
P. o. Box 493 
Amherst, Virginia 24521 
For the Claimant 
William B. Pierce, Jr., Es~. 
P. o. Box 27552 
Richmond, virginia 23261 
For the Defendants 
Hearing before Deputy Commdssioner YATES at Lynchburg, 
virginia on July 8, 1981. 
All witnesses having been duly sworn, the following 
testimony was taken: 
DEPUTY COMMrrSSIONER YATES: 
This is File No. 100-60-39, Mr. Henry Brockman. We have 
an agreed wage of $339.25. I have granted leave to Mr. Pierce to 
cross-examine Dr. Sackett by whatever you want to do, interrogatories, 
Mr. Pierce, or deposition. 
MR. PIERCE:-
Deposition, if it is allright with you, Sir. 
DEPUTY COMMrrSSIONER YATES: 
Okay. And I will make all medicals a part of the record. 
The statute of limdtations is the primary defense, is that correct? 
ooi"-
MR. PIERCE: 
Yes, Your Honor.. I have several others. 
DEPUTY COMMOCSSIONER YATES: 
Allright, I was going to ask you what the rest were? 
MR. PIERCE: 
Okay. I think in this case the claimant is not entitled 
to the statutory Presumption.granted by §65.1-47.1 because there 
is no medical evidence produced that shows that he had a pre-claim 
examination that showed he was free of the medical condition and 
that is a prerequisite to the operation that --
Ah, and that basicall~ just there's been no occupational disease 
or accident that did arise from his employment. 
MR. PENDLETON: 
Judge, I am going to ask that the record be kept open 
for the purpose of introducing the medical report of Dr. Leonard, 
his fa~ly physician, with reference to his pre-physical condition 
prior to July 2, 1976. 
DEPUTY COMMrrSSIONER YATES: 
I am going to mark this file twenty-one days to get your 
deposition and to notify us, get that, at least get the ·.deposition 
done. I am not going to pin you down in that time to get the trans-
cript typed because there is a problem with the doctor being gone, 
or something. You can call my secretary, Mr. Pierce, and let me 
know. And in the same twenty-one days for that medical report. 
{)04 Statements 
MR. PENDLETON: 
Yes Sir. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER YATES: 
If it turns out that there is anyone else that you feel 
ycuneed to cross-examine, that is your right, Mr. Pierce, please 
let the commissioner and Mr. Pendleton know. And is there any 
~estion in your mind, I have not looked at the statutes that 
closel~ that recently, as to·who all within a police, sheriffs, or 
what-have-you department, or a fireman, for that matter, is covered 
under the presumption o~ investigators, have you raised any point 
on that, I am not suggesting there is but 
MR. PIERCE: 
Ah, . that had crossed my ni.nd. I didn't, there was only 
one case that was even -- related to that and that was the dispatcher. 
In this case because it was some field work involved but it wasn't 
ever raised --
DEPUTY COMMrrSSIONER YATES: 
Okay, I'm not raising it, I'm just asking a ~estion. 
Okay, go right ahead then, Mr. Pendleton.i 
HENRY BROCKMAN, CLAIMANT 
BY MR. PENDLETON: 
0 State your name, please sir? 
A Henry Brockman. 
0 What is your age, Mr. Brockman? 
A Fifty-four. 
ocs 
~ Mr. Brockman, Claimant 
0 And what is your address? 
A I live on Grandview Drive in Amherst. My address is 
P. o. Box 503, Amherst. 
0 How long were you employed with ~erst county Sheriff's 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
Department? 
Thirteen years. 
And when did you first go to work with them? 
I went to work for them during the first of 1968, I guess, 
because it was thirteen years from just thi-s pass June 1st. 
Allright, and prior to that were you with Amherst Police 
Department? 
I worked for the Amherst Police Department on a part-time 
basis for a little over eight years. 
And you normal field of occupation then is, police work? 
Yes sir. 
Allright. And in your position with the Amherst county 
Sheriff Department, were you also a field deputy?~ 
Yes sir. 
And as chief investigator, did you also operate as a 
field deputy? 
Yes sir. 
What were the duties of a field deputy in investigating? 
your 
Field deputy is most to answerjinitial complaints when 
they=. came in and serve process, civil processes. The duties 
006 Mr. Brockman, cl.aiinant 
of investigator was on long cases, would take some time, that 
an investigator could go and perform their duty. He also, 
being with the Sheriff's Department, he coordinated the investi-
gation that the field deputies were doing on their initial 
investigation if it-was some small thing that was not time 
consuming, he advised and supervised him in that. 
0 Allright, now, did yo~duties also involve investigating 
murders, shootings, malicious woundings? 
A Yes sir. Quite a few. 
0 Family disturbances? 
A Yes sir. 
0 And did you 
A Rape,·_ robbery, and murder, .and burglary was most of my 
investigations. 
0 And did you also work with the Lynchburg PD, and other 
A 
surrounding jurisdictions in reference to a joint agreement 
in reference to investigations of murder, rape, and robbery, 
and drugs? 
I worked with PD on, PD in th~ surrounding area, the sur-
rounding counties on murders, arson, and drugs. There was a 
similiar agreement between the counties and the city on that. 
And being an investigator in those areas, if you had a string 
of bu~aries that, over in Madison Heights, nine t~es out of 
ten they would want to spill over into the Lynchburg Area. So 
, 007 Mr. Brockman, claimant 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
Q 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
you become involved with the Lynchburg and other enforcements 
in a joint effort to clear these things up. 
Allright. Now you did this difficult-work over a period 
of thirteen years that you were with them? 
Yes sir. I was an investigator for eleven years. 
Allright. And were you still in investigating back on 
July 2, 1976? 
Yes sir, I was. 
What did you do the day before that? 
I was in in-service school, which is required by law that 
we attend every two years mandatory. 
And what type of training were you in? 
That day, which would have been July 1st, we were having 
hand to hand self-defense. 
And did you participate in that? 
Yes.-sir, I did. 
become 
And what·time at night did you/sick, or ill? 
I woke up at two-ten that night, that early in the 
morning, of the second. 
And you were admitted to the hospital? 
I was admitted to the hospital, stayed in Lynchburg General 
for thirteen da~ and was transferred to Duke University where I 
remained another thirteen days. 
When did you come back to work? 
I came back to work somewhere around the middle of 
OC8 
Mr. Brockman, Claimant 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
september of 1976. I don't know the exact date but I came 
back the middle part of September. 
You came back to your regular job? 
Yes sir. 
And performed your regular job? 
Yes sir. 
Up until when? 
until February lOth of 1981. 
And what happened on February 10, 1981? 
I had another heart attack. 
And when, and where, was that? 
This was approximately ·ten to ten-thirty A.M., Mr. Pendleton 
and I was just East of Amherst, two or three miles down near 
A:uto Service. 
was anyone with you? 
Not at the t~e. I was taking my car there to leave it 
and have it worked on 
You say, your car, you nean the Sheriff'.s car? 
One of the Sheriff Department's cars, yes sir. A car 
that ·was assigned me. 
You were working? 
Yes sir. 
Okay. 
Another police officer was picking me up to bring me baCk 
to the office. On the way down I became nauseated, and 
oo9 Mr. Brockman, Claimant 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
sweating. While I was waiting for the other officer to pick 
me up, I became real sick. After he picked me up, I asked him 
to take me by the Rescue squad.that I thought I was having an-
heart 
other.lattack and I started taking nitro-glycerin right away. 
And he took you there and they took you to Lynchburg? 
Yes, sir. 
When did they send you to DUke? 
I started to DUke on the fourteenth but I didn't get there 
until the fifteenth. I was on the way there through Rustburg 
You were in the back of a Rescue vehicle, is that correct? 
I was in a ;:-~¥r'..:.:. :-~- ambulance with a nurse and paramedics. 
And they had an accident? 
Yes sir. 
And they had to take you back 
Bring me back to Lynchburg. 
Lynchburg Hospital? 
Lynchburg, to virginia Baptist Hospital in Lynchburg. 
And they sent you back the next 
The next day. 
And how long were you at DUke? 
I stayed at DUke until the third or the fourth of March. 
And have you been back to work? 
No sir. 
Have the doctors advised you in reference to working-
Said, that I -·--iaould not work. 
01-0 Mr. Brockman, Claimant 
0 Could not work? 
A could not work. 
0 And the Sheriff Department has retired you? 
A Yes sir. 
0 Because of your physical condition? 
A Physical condition, yes sir. 
0 Now, prior to JUly 1, of 1976, did you have a diabetic 
condition? 
A I was a potential diabetic, I was on the oral medication. 
0 And how long had you been on this? 
A A couple years. probably. 
0 Couple years? 
A I don•t know exactly. Two or three. 
0 And is Dr. Leonard in Amherst your family physician? 
A Yes sir, he is. 
0 How long has he been treating you? 
A Dr. Leonard has been my family physician ever since he 
has been at Amherst, ~.-~endleton, that's roughly twenty years 
I would say. 
0 Allright. So he would have a, knowledge of what your 
physical condition was prior to July 1st, of 1976, is that 
correct? 
A Yes sir. In fact, that morning they called up Dr. Leonard 
and he said, take him to the hospital. 
01.1. Mr. Brockman, Claimant 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
That was the morning of 
That was the morning of July 2nd. Dr. Leonard said, to 
rush him right on to the hospital. 
And he had taken your blood pressure on prior occasions, 
prior to this? 
Oh, on numerous times. 
Had he advised you in reference to your blood pressure? 
He told me that I was one that·had a tendency to run 
high blood pressure but he would not say that I was suffering 
from a high blood pressure condition that he thought it was 
normal for me- may be to be a little high. 
0 And other than th~t you had no knowledge of any prior 
heart trouble, or history of heart trouble, or anything? 
A No sir. 
Q But you were able to return to work after the July 2nd 
heart attack in September and continued to work up until 
February-of this year? 
A I returned somewhere around the middle of September, I 
0 
don't recall the exact date; and I worked until February 10, 
1981. 
And you have become disabled because of heart condition 
as a result of that? 
A Yes sir. They will not let·me do nothing. They have me 
on an exercise program of walking a half of mile three times 
a day. 
01_2 Mr. Brockman, Claimant 
0 
A 
0 
Allright. And I believe you are going to Duke this 
evening? 
I am suppose to go to Duke this afternoon for examination 
and for a cheCk-up tomorrow.~ 
Allright. 
Answer Mr. Pierce's ~estions. 
BY MR. PIERCE: 
0 
A 
0 
A 
In reference to your job duties, isn't it true that your 
job is really not one of the active field work or physical 
exertion, or really persona.l involvement and ah physical 
violence? 
I don't know what you would call field work, Mr. Pierce. 
Let me give you an example, I don't mean, the last weekend in 
November, I was called to campbell county on a simple agreement 
to work a homicide. I worked for fifteen days _;.out in the fields 
anywhere from twelve to sixteen to eighteen hours a day. On 
Allright, I see what it is. The reason that ·r asked that 
is just because back when you had that first heart .attaCk, 
Dr. Sackett said that he reviewed, and I am reading from the 
medical report, that he reviewed your :Pb and it was not one 
of physical exertion, your hours can be controlled, and you 
work strickly as a criminal investigator and that you were not 
involved in physical ~olence • 
. 
Well criminal investigator is certainly taking -- of the 
0'13 Mr. Broclanan, claimant 
0 
A 
0 
A 
.· 
people -- and on January the nineteenth, we had a series of 
fires in the western part of the County. I worked for three 
days as much as twenty hours a day.and we cleaned up two-hundred 
fires. All the way from western Amherst county into west Virginia. 
So I would say, it is field work whether you are sitting on a 
car talking to a person or you are sitting down beside this 
tobacco barn over at a sawmill. 
As far as active involvement in p~sical violence, 
I have made it a point not to become physically in-
volved in .anything, ·such as a scuffle and all this in the 
arrest of a man because it is just -- if you have had a heart 
attack. 
Your heart attaCk in JUly, 1976, did you not start 
actually experiencing chest pains and the onset of difficulty 
at least four days prior to admittance to the hospital which 
was JUly 2, so your difficulty 
I had something, l: don • t know what it ·was, when.~': would 
become overly exerted, I would have this funny feeling in my 
ar.ms and chest but I never.went to a doctor or anything. I 
thought the first time I haa it, well both times, I thought 
it was coming from over, being overheated. 
0 Okay. You say your family physician and I guess 
Dr. Leonard, right 
A Yes. 
01-4 Mr. Brockman, claimant 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
time 
And that he was the one that·sent you to the hospital? 
The morning that I had the pains on July 2nd, my first 
You went to see Dr. Leonard? 
I didn't, my wife called him then and told him how I was 
suffering, and he said, it sounds like he might have a heart 
attack, and said, to take·~im right on to the hospital because 
he said, if I had to came out it~uld delay it that ~ch. 
I notice that some of the medical reports that diagnosed 
this was a, and I can't pronounce it right, excuse me, but 
arteriosclerotic coronary artery disease and ventricular 
tachyarrhythmia which I guess is like a murmur. 
A -- the last one you spoke of is what they speak of as 
heart tripulatinq~ They cannot control it. It is just like 
a motor without a timer. It is just beating real fast. 
DEPUTY CO~SSIONER YATES: 
No rhythmic 
MR. PIERCE: Well, Judge, you are 
way areut you. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER .-YATES: 
Go ahead. 
0 But the diagnosis of the coronary artery disease and the 
A 
other thing 
That is blockages, :I: think, you are talking about. I am 
not that familiar with it·myself, Mr. Judge, but· I 
01-5 Mr. Brockman, claimant 
A 
0 
A 
-:;-.:·that is what you .have right now. You've qot ·the same 
problem. 
Probably. I just don't know. 
I know you have. 
At least we are -- anywhere, but that was initally 
0 But that was initally diagnosed as recently as 1976 when 
you had that first heart attack, is that correct? 
me · 
A You are talking greek tQ/Mr. Pierce, when you are using 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
A 
0 
those ter.ms and what the diaqnosis wa$ and so forth. 
were you aware that you had some type of heart condition 
in 1976 for which you were prescribed medication? 
On July 2, 1976, I was well aware of the fact that I had 
a leart condition. 
Okay. And you have had medication to keep that condition 
under control if necessary 
I am taking. 
Have you had medication since 1976? 
under 
:--.1976, I have been·on/controls. 
Okay. Other than a heart attaCk in 1976 and the most 
recent one, have you had any other heart attacks? 
No, that is the only heart condition I have had. 
The only reason I asked that question is because Dr. Floyd's 
report·of May 5, 1981, and I think that was ·a discharge report 
01.6 
Mr. Brockman, Claimant 
A 
0 
A 
from down at DUke, said that you had a history of multiple 
myocardial infarctions, and I really couldn't find any reference 
to that anywhere else? 
No -- that is news to me. 
Were you also in LynChburg General Hospital in March, 1979? 
March of 1979, yes, I went back to the hospital to have 
my blood pressure and diabetes regulated and I believe I stayed 
five days then• 
0 And you said in July, 1976, did you, were you then or were 
A 
0 
you not aware that you hadboth aiabete• and hypertension --
I was on oral medication for diabetes and I really can•t 
answer if I was taking any·medication~ Mr. Pierce, for hyper-
tension because Dr. Leonard had told me that, he says, your 
blood is high but it·stays ·at a certain level and said, I 
think, you are just one who runs high blood- blood pressure 
readings run high. 
The only reason that I asked that is because of the dis-
charge summary of July 14 when you first came out said1 you 
know, had a -- history of diabetes and hypertension? 
A Yeah, well, JUly 14 of 1976? 
o~ 1976. 
A That is probably when I was sent to Duke, I don't know. 
You said disCharged then. 
017 Mr. BroCkman, Claimant 
A 
A 
A 
A 
DEPUTY ~O~SSIONER YATES: 
Does that do it? 
MR. PENDLETON: JUdge, do you 
want me to read h~ the.-- the prescription 
medicine that he is taking? 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER YATES: I saw 
something in the file as to inderal and 
I don•t know what else. 
MR. PENDLETON: Well, he is taking 
nitro-glycerin, he is taking sixty-four 
units of insulin, --
I am taking 64 of.NPB and 18 of --·mixed together which 
makes it 82. 
MR. PENDLETON: A day. Nifedipine 
which is eight ··units, Lanoxin 
No, - roughly that is eight capsules of that, I take it 
four times a day. 
. .... . . ... .. ...... 
MR. PENDLETON: What ·do you call 
it? 
Nifedipine. 
MR. PENDLETON: llifedipine. What is 
this next one? 
Take one of those a day, one of them is digitalis, that 
is digitalis there, I believe. 
Mr. Brockman, Claimant 
018 
BY ltR. PENDLETON: 
Q Inderal? 
A Inderal is high blood pressure medicine. 
0 What is the fourth there? 
A I can•t pronounce it but that is the fluid 
0 Fluid pills? 
A Yes. 
Q Potassium? 
A Take two tablespoons of that once a day. 
0 And valium~as needed? 
A 
9/28/81 
Valium as needed, yes. 
(gh] 
MR. PENDLETON: '!'hat is all I 
have, Judge. 
DEPUTY CO~SSIONER Y.ATES: 
Anything else, Mr. Pierce? 
WITNESS:..: DISMISSED 
17 Mr. Broclanan, Claimant 
Oi9 
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VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU INSURANCE SERVICES 
Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company Early Settlers Insurance Company Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Company 
August 3, 1981 
Deputy Commissioner William R. Yates 
Dept. of Workmen's Compensation 
Industrial Commission of Virginia 
P. o. Box 1794 
.Richmond, Va. 23214 
Re: I.e. File No.: 100-60-39 
Carrier Claim No.: WS 5718 
Henry L. Brockman vs. County of Amherst Board of Supervisors 
Dear Commissioner Yates: 
I am in receipt of and thank you for yours of July 28, 1981. 
It is the employer's position that the July 21, 1981 medical 
report of Dr. Leonard is too vague and ambiguous t~ constitute 
evidence of an examination showing that the claimant was free 
of the disease which subsequently brought about the disability. 
The report does seem to indicate that the claimant's hypertension 
existed prior to July 1976-and Dr. Charles Sackett testified in 
his deposition that coronary artery disease was present in the 
claimant prior to July of 1976 (see page 5 of deposition). 
Additionally, any medical report of Dr. Leonard would not be 
sufficient to entitle the claimant to the statutory presumption 
of Va. Code Section 65.1-47.1. In Berry v. C0unty of Henrico, 
219 Va. 259 (1978), the Supreme Court concluded "that the General 
Assembly intended the presumption to apply in those instances 
where an examination conducted under the direction and control 
of the employer fails to make a positive finding of the disease 
which subsequently brings about the disability or death ••• ~ . 
219 Va. at 264-65 (emphasis added}. Any examination conducted 
by Dr. Leonard was not done under the direction and control of 
the employer and therefore the cla~nt, in the absence of any 
other evidence of such an examination, has failed to satisfy a 
precondition to applicati~n of the presumption in code section 
65.1-47.1 Moreover, even if the cla±mant were entitled to. the: 
statutory presumption, such presumption has been clearly rebutted 
in the depo,sition of Dr. Charles Sackett. 
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( ( 
It is my understanding that the original of the deposition 
of Dr. Sackett has been received by you. Therefore, this 
case would now appear ripe for decision. 
WBP,jr:af 
Very truly yours, 
aJ.xB. ?~dl2-~~ ~-
william B. Pierce, Jr. 
Claims Attorney 
cc: Donald G. Pendleton, Esquire 
P. o. Box 493 
Amherst, Va. 24521 
AUG o 41981 
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PENDLETON AND GAMBLE 
ATTORNI!YS AT LAW 
POST OFFICE BOX 483 
AMHERST. VIRGINIA 24521 
TELEPHONE: 804·846-71 82 
LYNCHBURG: 804-845·421 8 
William R. Yates, Deputy Commissioner 
Industrial COmmission of Virginia 
Department of Workmen's compensation 
P. 0. Box 1794 
Richmond~ Virginia 23214 
DONALD G. PENDLETON 
J. MICHAEL GAMBLE 
In Re: Henry L. Brockman vs. County of Amherst 
I. C. File 'No. 100-60-39 
Dear Ju~ge Y~tes: 
Please· ·note enclosed deposi:tion of Dr. Charles Sackett, 
the treati~g physician of Henry L.· Brockman, my client. 
Y~u will note ·enclosed a copy of Garrison v.· Prince 
Wil'li·am ·co •• · 220 Va. 913 ·in which 'the ·court·. -ruled that ·the 
statute only ran when the heart attack was ·occupationally 
related and that it wa:s o·ccupationally -related because he 
could not return to his ·f·ormer position. Since ... then,. the 
case of Department· of S·t·a:te 'Poli.ce ·v. Hines·,· 221 VRR 635, it 
is my understandl~g that ·the question of statute was·Taised 
but the, ·court never addres's·ed itself to that problem. 
Y~u will note ·in Dr. Sackett's deposition on page ·ten 
my question to Dr. Sackett was, "the ·second heart attack was 
- a different heart ·attack, unrelated to the ·first ·one?" and 
his answer was "unrelated". On p~ge ·eight ·the ·question by 
me to Dr. Sackett was , "In other words , to s ta.y away from 
the stress situation?" and his answer was "correct". In 
other words, Mr. Brockman could not xeturn to his stressful job because of the second heart attack which was unrelated 
to the ·first one. Then on page ·eleveri, we add in the stress 
factor of his job and Dr. Sackett says that the risk factor 
is a problem. 
AUG 0 41981 
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.Judge Yates 
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Page 2 
I have previously. giveri to Mr. Pierce a copy of Dr. 
Leonard's, his ·family physician, letter which states that he 
had no prior history of heart trouble other than some hypertension 
prior to July 1976. 
I believe the Garrison case turned on the factor of 
what is occupationally related and that can only be determined 
when a person cannot go back to his occupation and, of 
course, Mr. Brockman took sick in February of this year and 
was not able ·to return to his very stressful position. 
With best regards, I am, 
DGP: bgr 
Enclosure· 
Sincerely yours,~ 
/1£~~ £~{;~~. Pendleton 
cc: William B. Pi·erce ,· Jr. , · Esquire · 
P. 0. Box 27552 . 
Richuiond, Virginia 23261 
023 
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VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU INSURANCE SERVICES 
Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company Early Settlers Insurance Company Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Company 
August 5, 1981 
Deputy Commissioner William R. Yates 
Department of Workmen's Compensation 
Industrial Commission of Virginia 
P. o. Box 1794 · 
Richmond, Virginia 23214 
RE: I. C. File No.: 100-60-39 
Carrier Claim No.: WS 5718 
Henry L. Brockman vs. County of Amherst Board of Supervisors 
Dear Commissioner Yates, 
I am in receipt of Mr. Pendleton's August 3rd, 1981 letter 
in the above styled case which purports to forward you the 
deposition of Dr. Sackett. I had thought that Mr. Pendleton 
understood that the court reporter was to send you the original 
of the deposition but in any event I feel compelled to respond 
to this August 3rd, 1981 letter. 
Mr. Pendleton in referring to a question asked of Dr. Sackett 
on page 10 as to whether or not the second heart attack was a 
different heart attack or unrelated to the first one states that 
the doctor's answer was "unrelated". Mr. Pendleton of course 
did not quote the entire answer and even a cursory reading of the 
deposition will indicate that the doctor emphasized that.while the 
two heart attacks themselves were unrelated they were a product of 
the same disease process which has been present in the claimant 
since prior to July of 1976. 
It is also noted that Mr. Pendleton attempts to make much of 
the fact that the claimant had been advised not to return to his 
employment as an investigator with the Sheriff's Department. The 
fact that the claimant has now been advised not to return to his 
regular employment certainly does not mean in and of itself that 
the heart attack was caused by the employment, but rather that as 
a result of the heart attack the claimant should no longer be 
engaged in that type of activity.. Additionally, Mr. Pendleton 
made reference to page 11 of the deposition and indicates: that 
therein the doctor says that the stress factor of the ·cla'imant 1 s 
job is "a problem". An examination of that page of the .deposition, 
or any other page, simply does not support that statement, The 
only answer on. page 11 of the deposition is a very_ general 
statement as to "risk factors" and this answer was in response to 
a very stra~gely worded and ambiguous question. More importantly, 
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when the doctor was questioned specifically as to the causes of 
the heart attacks and any possible job relatedness it is clear 
that any presumption the claimant Ddght be entitled to has been 
rebutted. Specifically, on page 5 of the deposition, after the 
doctor had discussed the risk· factors prevalent in the claimant 
that would predispose the development of coronary artery disease 
the followi~g is respectfully bro~ght to your attention: · . 
Q So then the heart attacks of both 1976 and 1981 were 
caused by the coronary artery disease? 
A ~hat's correct. 
Q ·Zs coronary artery dis~ase in Mr. Brockman's case 
caused by his occupation as an investigator with the Amherst 
County Sheriff's Department? 
A No. .·. 
Following that series of questions and answers there is some 
discussion of stress as a risk factor and the fact that there are 
those in the medical profession w~o believe stress may be a 
- ·contributing factor to the development of coronary artery disease. 
However, when Dr. Sackett was questioned specifically as to 
whether or not the stress factor ·in the employment in this 
particular case was a contributing cause hi_s answer was consistently 
in the negative. On page 9 of the deposition Dr. Sackett states 
•it was caused by the fact that he had underlying coronary artery 
disease and that l don't feel that his employment was a contributing 
factor.• Onder examination by Mr. Pendleton, also on page 9 of 
the deposition, Dr. Sackett was unwaivering in his position that 
stress in the occupation was not a contributing factor in the heart 
attack of 1981. 
Once ~gain, this case would appear ripe for decision. 
Very truly yours, 
'-tu~n_;'B-'-P ~ ~~-
William B. Pierce, Jr. 
Claims Attorney ~ 
WBP,jr/bg 
cc: Donald G. Pendleton, Esquire 
Pendleton & Gamble 
P. o. Box 493 
Amherst, Vi~ginia 24521 
u25 , 
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Doctor Charles Sackett 
1715 Thomson Drive 
Lynchburg VA 24501 
r.UitM... lioOit'l N • jtltUl , ... 
17710 
Jul~· 28, 1976 
RE: BROCIQIAN , Henry L. 
Duke History No. M 24 581 
Dear Charles: 
,.r 
( Mr. Brockman was admitted to my care on 7-14-76 and discharged on 
y7-27-76. Briefly, he is a 49 year old criminal investigator who first 
suffered chest pain on 7-~76. He experienced recurrence of more severe 
pain on 7-7-76 with radiation t~ both arms lasting approximately lO.minutes. 
On 7-~76 at 1 a.m. he was awakened from sleep with similar crushing chest 
pain and was hospitalized at which time he was noted to have an acute 
diaphragmatic ~ocardial infarction. Four days following admission the 
patient developed supraventricular tachycardia and subsequently ventricular 
tachycardia, both unresponsive to a variety of pharmacologic agents and 
repetitive attempts at cardioversion. 
The patient has had known diabetes mellitus for 6 years and has 
had hypertension for 1 1/2 years. Both of these problems have been 
uncomplicated. 
The physical examination demonstrated a blood pressure of 120/80. 
The pulse was 160 apically and regular. He was pale but not dyspneic. 
The peripheral pulse volume was diminished. The neck veins were not 
obviously distended. The heart size was indeterminate. The rhytr.m was 
regular. There was a two component pericardia! friction rub audible. 
There was no hepatomegaly or demonstrable edema. 
The pertinent laboratory findings included a hemoglobin of 15 gms., 
hematocrit 46 vols.%, ~~C 13,200 with differential formula showing a 
moderate shift to the left. The blood chemistry profile was normal 
with the exception of a serum glucose of 225 mg.%. The cardiac isoenzymes 
were negative. The x-ray of the chest did not show pulmonary vascular 
changes of heart failure and the heart size was normal. The initial 
electrocardiogram demonstrated a supraventricular tachycardia at a rate 
of 166. There were Q waves with ST segment elevation and terminal T 
wave inversion in the inferior limb leads consistent with an acute 
diaphragmatic myocardial infarction. 
Following admission to the Cardiac Care Unit an esophageal electrode 
was passed and we were able to determine that the patient had a double 
tachycardia with a supraventricular tachycardia at 166 and an independent 
paroxysmal ventricular tachycardia at a rate of 200. Initially, he was 
maintained on an intravenous Lidocaine drip and we were able to temporarily 
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stop the ventricular tachycardia with supplemental Lidocaine. A single 
attempt at electrical conversion to normal rhythm was only transiently 
successful. A trial was made of intravenous procaine amide but this 
resulted in hypotension. Accordingly, we elected to simply maintain 
him on a Lidocaine drip and control the ventricular tachycardia as well 
as possible with supplemental Lidocaine because we noted that he 
tolerated the supraventricular tachycardia well and it was only when in 
ventricular tachycardia that hemodynamic difficulty was apparent. On 
7-16-76 he was noted to be disoriented and somewhat dysarthric which we 
felt wasa reflection of Lidocaine toxicity. Accordingly, he was given 
1 oral dose of 40 mg. of propranolol. Within 2 hours following this 
drug he suddenly converted to normal rhythm. Constant electrocardiographic 
monitoring thereafter demonstrated no atrial or ventricular irritability. 
He never showed evidence of congestive heart failure and a chest x-ray 
.. 
~rior to discharge demonstrated a normal heart size. Likewise I did not 
'ihear a gallop rhythm. 
We gradually reduced the dose of propranolol from an initial daily 
dose of 200 mg. to a final dose of 10 mg. on 7-23-76. The last 3 hospital 
days were spent without suppressant drugs. 
Throughout his hospitalization his diabetes mellitus was well 
controlled on 45 units of NPH Insulin dailv. 
. -
In summary, it is my impression that Mr. Brockman suffered an acute 
diaphragmatic myocardial infarction which was complicated by re-entry 
tachycardia, both ventricular and supraventricular in origin. This is 
an uncommon complication of patients suffering diaphragmatic myocardial 
infarction and probably has its genesis as injury about the junctional 
tissue.· This is a totally reversible phenomenon and I don't think he 
is suffering an appreciable risk of recurrence in the future. In addition 
he has adult onset diabetes mellitus which is presently adequately 
controlled on Insulin therapy but I would be reasonably certain that 
follo~ng his recovery from his present illness this program could be 
modified, hopefully maintaining him on diet alone. 
Mr. Brockman was discharged to remain at bed-chair rest with limited 
activity about his home over the next 10 days. I have requested that he 
see you again at that time. His discharge medications include only 
nitroglycerin for recurrence of chest pain, NPH Insulin 45 units and 
his previous diabetic diet. 
I appreciate the referral of this most interesting problem and I am 
delighted that at least to this time it has resolved satisfactorily. 
WLF:fc 
.... 
Sincerely yours, 
!W 
Walter-L. Floyd, M.D. 
Professor of Medicine 
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_______________ Th __ i_s __ 4_S~y~-~~~ld white male, an investigator for the Sheriff Department in 
Amherst with known diabetis and known hypertention. Admitted via the Emergency 
Room ·to Dr. Sto!l • s. service and subsequently transferred to our serv~~-e_w_i_th __ a ______ _ 
, 
.. hi~or of recurrent anterior chest pain starting four days prior to admission with 
i' 
the time of admission. 
----~-------~P~H~Y~~ICAL EXA~INATION: At the time of my consultation, blood pressure 190/110. 
51] ghtly cool anC!_.£_~_gmmy skin. Pulse rate is 68. Irregularity of the left pupj 1 • 
----+---=B~ilateral arcu~2_enJ..!is. Questionable dorsalis pedis pu_lses. Initial electrocardio-
aram showed an acute_in~erior myocardial infarction. EKG on the 9th showed a very 
___ ~ __ c;li~'f::Q!'~~B-~Y-~J!!l_pCittern with the evo_tuti,.op __ of acute in.fe.J:ior my_ocardjal infarction 1 an 
I 
___ 1 _b~!=~.!:~~f e!.!-_?._~r v~n_t:~~cu~ar t~c:=~y_c~z:di~ ~:S_up_raventricular tachycardia with aberrati_o 
_ _.,~_His initial chemistry_ :;c~een was normal 1 except for a Potassium of 3. 2 and this late~ 
.. 
rose to 3. 8 and OJL..t})e_l91;h was 4.5. Sugars were moderately el.eJLa..ted_ i:._the 200' s. 
an acute infarct with SGOT of 31, 36, 236, and 150; LDH 150, 168, 568, 740; HBDH 
-- . - -· - - . . . ---- ··-------· ·-- -----·· -~-----~ ___!?~ , 150 , 955 , and 1., 235. ...!!.rinal ysis was ~ati ve. _Serology was negative. CB.::C:..----
~.§ no~al_. _ _!!_em_at:oC?~i~ ~-a~ 48. A Prothrombil) time w~~- no~p.L--.HiLP-~oxin__l.eYJU 
I on 7/14/76 was 0.6 • __ _ 
----+-------:C..9U~_f:__!!L_~ijE_HOSPIT~L~ _Patien~_was __ seen ..j.n •. consult.atian by us on the mornjnq 
of his admission anCJ .. subsegyently __ takeJLOYeL~Yie'tLO.L.hi.s...Jnedicatiom.zeyealed that 
--~____;,W.;..;;e;;....;::d!tesday I and Frid~LP}.abin~s~_~SO_JDS§. 1. ACB and 2 g!ls.; P.BITIL.l at eam..A •. ..M...;--
__ ........_ ______ ._ -- -- -~()~2;.:.:8::....-____ ....;._(See page 2, E_l_!!_as~}___ 
. I . - .. 
. .. : - ,_........ ... -.. • •• - ... - •. -.. -.... . :::J,.,.. 0 • -- ,.- ' • -.-
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~-~ -- .. ---·-=-==- ·. :: 
:~utt· PrHJ,!r\1 '~ II~ \ • ••••• t".u;:l =~· ;,~ iur~:~. c-.msultati,,ns. l'han~"\' in J)i:lJ!tlll!'\iS. 
Ct,nuitilsn un 1 )j .... c·h:tr).!t.'. J n:-;trurt inn:-: to P:nic·nt~ 
(D~scharge s~~! __ Pag_e_2_) ___________________________________________________________ _ 
I 
--,--
_....__;an~-~~Q_~ 20 mi!!iequ~y~~ents_ a day. He stabilized fairly well at first. He had some 
-----·~~ild signs of sl~!~g. He r~~ained pyperten~ive, on 7/3/76 deyeloped some idioventricu 
rythmn witb Lidocaine going. His EKG was evolving an acute inferior with definite 
ter;;J wall extensi.rm. He had some pericardia! pain in the next 2~ hours. He seemed 
ut on the 8th he developed a sudden rapid suoraventricular 
He was moved_back to COl and attempts at cardjoyersion 
were tried ~P._to 3Q~_wa~ts/seconds with no effect. He was therefore started on Digital 
-1--~~!!..Ql!.in~dine __ _!I...!!!L!n ~e next .few hours had spontaneous reversion on several occasions 
~h;,~)l _ _he wo1,1lQ...not 1"!9~_g, __ ~nd thi!!_sontin'!.eE._th;r:!'u9J:lout the next 24 hours without 
__ ,...: ~d__gvelQE.ing aqyJer~~n~~-f(!ilu~e. A DJ:Qminept friction rub had nCM a~ared. He was 
~arted....D.n_.s_te.r.oi.d!LqSJ .. S\lPP-ress.iv.e...._agen.:t._j.n_yi~w of an apparent ,P.Ost-MI syrtdrome, and 
' l nc tbe_lOth .his._supraventricular rpy_thlll..change.d sli.gbtly i.Jl....SI!P.eJ!.rzmce and became more 
r~J2~d; and apparent!~(_i_t h~c!_sli~ped into a ventricu~ar tachycardia with slight drop 
--~--~~~Qod pressure anQ. spontaneously reverted to no~~- Dilantin ~as added but 
of 
--+--.-maine.d in his_supraventriklll.aL tachycardia ~Y!!n.. wi!Jl_sll)~)._l_do§~lJ!dY!ll at1_ded. On 
the 13th it appeared_that.~aa_be~ning to deteriorate in terms of trying to 
---+-...,L,;JUU..I-L. nue._.wj th the_x:apid rate~.4 so. he. was cardiovcrt~d_.t.o._~i1l..!lS r~ which he held 
continued a ain to cie_t~r~orat~_in ;_erms o_f _____ --· --~hey~e-s_t:_okes r~spiratio~ faJ.l off. 
blood pressure and the~_~as.car~~~~ed again on the 14th but again would not ~old ___ ___ 
---+---------------------- ---. ------·-
---+--------~----
_________ ....~.:CS::.:e:.;::e_p_age 3, please) __ _ 
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Conditi,m un I Ji-wh:tr~l', l nstructions to Pati(•nts 
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, University for f~~~er care and arra~gements were made; and on tqe 14tb be was trans-
ferred by ambulance with the appropriate monitoring to Duke Unive_~~-i_t~Y-·~--------------­
: 
FINAL DIAGNOSIS: Arteriosclerotic heart disease. Acute in~_eroiateral myocardia 
infArction. Supraventricular tachycardia. ventricular tachycardia. 
,. 
Charles H. Sackett, M.D •. 
CHS/jrp 
i CC: Office 
-+ DD: 9/16/_7~---
__ .._j _D_T ~/21.'7_6 __ _ 
i 
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)A~WT:¢6~ p __ _ R __ 
months and one wee~ from his original infarct. Doing well. Walking qp 
ug-~~&alf a day. Continues to follow his weight reduction diet although he 
~els nee r a little more diet instruction. He , in the last couple o 
ad a discomfort in left lateral chest , which seemed almost pleuri · 1n nature 
1ich has completely disa red now, no cough or dyspnea with it was blaming it 
n gas. He has taken Nitroglyce · twice but it was obvious or nonooronary discomfort. 
has had a lot of gas. Gut rumblin 1 lching and f · • Fasting sugar on 4 5 units 
NPH Insulin Which is his only medication • Sleeping well and is losing 
~me weight gradually. Weighed 217 before · k and 201 stripped when he got back 
rom Duke 1 weighs 194 now. 
~ysical examination: 
lat. S4. S~ill with 
as about ten pounds excess flab. Lun lear. Veins 
• tl 
rapid heart whiCh was true throughout his spital stay. 
::> l1ver e~ge 
. :
size and conture. EKG of recent inferolateral infarct. 
=>ing remarkably well. He is to continue increasing his activity. His job is reviewed. 
c is not one of physical exertion. His hours can be controlled and he works strictly 
; a criminal. investigator. Not involved in physical violence, etc. His immediate 
:>ss has had a recent coronary, totally understands the problem. He is therefore to return 
~ work as of September 20th for half day for two weeks and then full time if tolerating 
:1is well. Increase Insulin to SO units each morning, reinstructed in diet at Lynchburg 
~neral, low fat, low cholesterol, 1600 calorie weight reduction and 2000 calorie 
aintenance , shoot for 180 to 185 stripped. See me in six weeks. 
Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
nsi ve medicines called in, Aldoril 25 one each moming, Hydropres 
one eacn ay and t.WO on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. At this point we will 
Aldoril 25 • ce a day. 
:CHS/mj 
r~;,. 
{,. ;/ 
. . 
~ck into 3 rd week at full He is walking, up to the mile 
day, ndt walking up steps or up hil to progress along and really should 
~ an ideal candidate £or rehabili ion program. lacked off on his wieght control 
1d he is reminded of this tod He has had no pain, dysp cardiac symptoms at all. 
~ has resumed his Aldoril, ood pressure under good control • 
~ysical exa~-still 
i.m. No S-3, -no 
-;ay maintains 
. / 
heavy, clear lungs, S-4, sinus rhythm at 
ur, no liver edge, no edema. EKG fixed 
cardiac size, no evidence of failure. 
25 daily, Nitroglycerine p.r.n. Diet. Insulin 48 units. 
scales. 2 Dl:)nths. Suqa.J; before visit. 
Charles H. 
:.a_ __ . VII·.'·'.:. / tP: __ T __ p __ R __ 
BacY. at full time work tolerating it well. No symptoms of failure and no arrhythmia 
No ~ain. On Aldoril 25 daily as his only medication, plus Insulin 48 units a day 
if he goes to 50 he has late morning reactions. Keeps hersey bar in ~e car. 
Fasting blood sugar several days ago 146.Have to consider this acceptable. 
Ca~'t budge his weight much further. Still must work on that. 
Physical examination: Mildly overweight. Blood pressure noted. Y-11 need to be 
watched as we serially move along Clear lungs Sinus rhythm. S4. Rate of 88 
~o liver edge. No edema. 
Doing well. Continue medications. Three months. PUt him on list for Rehab program. 
CHS/mj 
12-23-76 
Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
He called ~a to state that his medication from Dr. Buck is Potassium Acid Phosphate. 
I presumefbe is on this for stone formation purposes. 
~r' 
CHS/mj . . 1/, J!lll.', . Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
J..if:.S-;N-TN-lT&O(;.lfa?:~ T ___ p ___ I{ __ 
Enthusastically into the Rehab. program. Looks fine and feels fine. Says he hasn't 
felt this well in years. Making good progress in his exercise program. Ye have had 
no problems with him. He is on 48 of Insulin, occasionally 46. He still will notice 
a late morning rarely and this is what he has got to watch. He is to increase his 
exercise activities more as time goes on and his only problem is that he is still having 
trouble trying to get his weight any lower. He is on a 1600 calorie diabetic diet. 
He. is doing his best that I can tell to fol~ow it. 
Physical examination: Looks well. Still does have too much weight around the middle. 
Good blood pressure and his pressures in the Rehab. unit have been good. Fundi negative. 
Lungs are clear. Faint S4. No murmur. Sinus rhythm.No liver edge. Pedal pulses not 
checked. X-ray shows excellent heart size with a CT ratio of 12 1/2 to 30 1/2. 
EKG shows the changes of an old inferolateral. 
Doing well. To continue his program of home and supervised activity. Aldoril 25 daily 
and 48 units of Insulin but drop this down if need be and specifically do not increase 
his eating to cover reactions and still attempt weight loss. Four months. 
CHS/mj . Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
5-!3-11 
Cardiac Rehab. Center reports that he is very slow in returning to his resting 
heart rate after exercise. Doesn't appear to be fmproving with continued conditioning. 
He came in for a chest x-ray at my request, patient not seen, I wanted to make sure 
that his heart size wasn't increasing that we are running any risk of failure. 
On x-ray today there is no indication of increase in heart size with cr ratio of 
13.8 to 31. He therefore is to continue conditioning exercises in an attempt to further 
improve his return to resting level. ,-
OIS/mj Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
()32 :;:::-. :- ~ . 
-
-
, "1t!r. ry Brockmar. 
)-24- i7 
Good stress tests results for Henry. Stopped with fatigue and reached 85% at 
stage VII in 15 minutes. To continue his working in the Rehab Unit and 
exercies at home. 
CHS/mj Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
(, ;, 1 _ .r I'J :>... /' 5~ _ -r , ~ 
3/ t"'r AlE,,~3J)nYfl~9-7rae· .·l' I P R--
~iir 
Henry is essentially one 1 year post infarct at this point, going to the Rehab unit 
once a week and will shortly go to once every two weeks. Has a bike at home, exercising. 
Doing quite well without any cardiovascular symptoms. Pain , palpitation, shortness 
of breath, etc. Chest x-ray was normal here in May. EKG March 1977 showed the 
inferolater~l infarct. He is still having trouble controlling his weight. His blood 
pressure ii 132 with 46 units of Insulin each morning and on Aldoril 25 daily. 
I 
Physicalf~xa~nation: Pulse rate of 70. Clear lungs. No definite S4. No S3. 
N~ murmur. Slightly protubrant abdomen. Pulses not checked. 
Continue his program. Four months. Doing remarkably well. 
Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
p __ R---
Note ten pound weight gain. Other than that, things are excellent. He had his one year 
stress test done last month arid reached stage seven at which he was terminated at 85% of 
the maximum heart rate. Much less fatigue, according • to him. No pain. He is exercising 
at home ·but obviously not controlling his calories. Good blo~d pressure and fulltime work. 
He is at 44 units of insulin. While working in his yeard Saturday, he did have a mild 
reaction before lunch. 
~ Physical exam reveals no jugular venous distention. Good carotids. Good blood pressure. 
·-
X::lear lungs. S4 at 76. Overweight abdomen. No organs. Good peripheral pulses. 
Get a fasting sugar within the next few weeks. Office visit in four months. If he doesn't 
get the help he needs diet-wise from the Coronary Club, he is to call me and arrange for 
an ou~patient conference with the dietician. Note that he is 15 months post infarct now. 
Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
CHS/sdf 
TE~ ~34o vVT:d~l p __ _ R __ _ 
rdiovascular stable, weight no progress. Note blood pressure today. He says he has 
st come from Rehab • Center for his monthly visit now and he had 120/80 out there 
d apparently pressures have been running normal in the Rehab. Center, we have bad 
casional 140/100 • Today when I rechecked that I got 150/100. His examination is negative, 
cept for his obesity. 
o33 
~ 
. 1-. ~ 
js asvmptomatic. 
et discussion again. I should note that he is up to 50 units of Insulin at the moment . 
cause he has had a recent dental abscess and received antibiotics and is going to have 
root canal and his blood sugar is high this morning as a result of that , but 
is juggling his Insulin in an appropriate manner to take care of this. See me 
1 six months and should have significant weight loss at that time, 
Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
p __ _ R---
ll fairly significant treated by Dr. Leonard earlier in the week with antihistamine, 
>w getting purulent sputum plus the fact his father died this week and his tenmtnal 
lness of hfs father in the last month has been hard on him, trying to help his mother 
kecare ofjhim and he has gotten away from his exercise, but he has tolerated this well 
td has had .. no cardiovascular symptoms. 
1ys·ical Examination: Still too heavy. Note elevation of his blood pressures. 
ear lungs. Sinus rhythm. 54. t~egative abdomen except for overweight. Negative 
~ t rem i t i es • 
Jt on Tetracycline for five days. After the cold Is over·he Is to work back to his 
:ercise program which he has been oriented to and which I think he will do. Needs 
>accomplish better weight loss and he· is to come in for three to four random blood 
·essures since this is a signlficant·change for him. Continues 50 units of lniulin 
1ch morning. Six months. Cd,..,._,.c A.-& fd? 
!S/mj 
1:" 
-. x I· 
Charles H. Sackett, H.D. 
~ nry ts rockman 
l-20-7ts 
~peated blood pressures showing diastolics averagi1ng greater than 100 on all but 
ne pressure. Systolic 140 to 1]0, will increase his Aldoril to b.i .d. and follow 
D blood pressures on this dose. 
iS/mj 
. ';~} 
- • I I 
.. 7 . 
. ;-.' ~ f 
-9-79 
Cha~les H. Sackett, M.D. 
ote the above blood pressures~ Diastolic still not acceptable. Will let him use up 
is present supply of medications and then shift him to 50 mgs. of Hydrochlorathiazide 
iaily and 20 mgs. of lnderal q.i.d. for one week and then increase to ~0 q.i.d. 
:nd come in after that for further blood pressure evaluations. 
:HS/mJ 
-~, t6y· 
. ./JJ~ 
2-2-79 
/: 
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Charles H. Sqckett, M.D • 
. 
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I 
F1rst recheck on the lnderal 160/110. Urine sugars at home running one to two plus 
weight not obtained today. He is to come in Monday for fasting sugar and weight 
and we need two or three more blood pressures before we change dosages. 
CHS/mJ 
s--?t-1: Gc)~ t!il.~tlf 
2-5-79 
Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
His fasting sugar this morning 225. My records indicate that he is on 50 units 
of Insulin, be is to increase this to 60 and to increase his Hydrochlorathiazide 
to SO mgs. b.i.d. and continue on Inderal 40 q.i.d. two weeks recheck weight, 
sugar and blood pressure. 
Charl.~s.H. ~acket.~, M.D. . .:~·a; . :. 
l '• l' . ... • •, ' t • ' • I 
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ing nowhere with blood pressure control or diabetic control. Have talked tohim 
.y. He is to enter the General on Saturday ~larch 17 for regulation of both of these. 
:hange in medication at the present time but bring his urine record with him. 
!mj Charl ~~. ~: .. . ~-~~kett, M.D. 
51 ear old white male with kno\m arteriosclerotic heart disease and h ertension and 
revious inferior m ocardial infarction and diabetes mellitus. He is readmitted to the 
despite attempts on the outside 
Blood ressure 
or diabetic funduscopic changes, S-4 
His spralagy was negative 
on the 18th 152, subsequently fasting 278, 203~an_J:he...2.l.sL_._ 
ut hjs split dose on the day prior 
--+ .......... ...._"'"""-~.wi~~....w.cl-5--wJO in tbe morAing..-a.lld 20 iD the....aft~noon •.. H~ _probablLwill _ _gQ...J.l_9.me -- · 
on somethin close to this with __ q_ffice followup_ for blood sugar~ .:t~ld .. bl~~~-pr_cssure 
in the region of l4~ 
' . and he has 
ram sodium 036 d f fow saturate at low cholesterol di 
. ··=:: :. 
; 
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Note Progress of Case. Complicatiu."ls. Con!'ultations. Chan,:!c in Dia~no~i~. 
Condition on DischarJ:e. Instructions to Patient!:' 
continued page 2 DISCHARGE Sill~lARY 
in an attempt to accomplish further weight loss. 
FINAL DIAGNOSES: Diabetes Mellitus. 
Arterloscletotlc heart a1sease. 
Status post myocardial infarction, stable. 
Charles Sac ett, M.D. 
CS/kh 
cc: office 
dd: 3-22-79 
dt: 3-22-79 
by 5 units to 25 units qacs, continue 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~w~~~o~~••rne-b~&&&~~~re~&~------
160/110 with increase in his lnderal when in 
d i d AO r~a 1 i ze 
decide about therapy 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~-e~~~~~~+ae-~~~~~~R9-i~~·~A~e~.--------------------
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1 B rockrnan 
.istently elevated diastolic blood pressures, I think we will have to go ahead 
treat. I am adding in Apresoline 25 mgs. b.i.d. and then he is to check three of four 
>d pressures during the month of July. 
Charles H. Sackett, H.D. 
~. P. /"' 1 ~ , . ~£;_ 4"--""' r t9 .. f' 
TE'l-~-7( WT:~BP; ~ T P R . 
Routine follow-up. Note above blood pressures which are good. He has had no side 
effects from the Apresoline at 25 b.i.d. He Is also on 60 mg. of lnderal q.i.d., 50 mg. 
Hydrochlorathlazide b.i.d., 50 units of NPH before breakfast and 25 before supper. Tests 
his urlnes at home. Occasionally has a positive but the majority of times he is negative. 
L~st blood sugar was in Hay, fasting at 132. Feels fine but making no headway in regards 
to his weight. 
Physical exam reveals he is overweight. Fundi don't show any significant hypertensive 
changes. Clear lungs. Sinus rhythm at 72 even on this much lnderal with an S4. No 53. 
1o murmur. Abdomen Is protuberant but othenwise .negative. Good femorals. 
He Is stable and doing well now with this program and will not change it. Get blood pressures 
once a month. See me in four months. Fasting sugar before the next visit. 
CHS/sdf 
E J/~K/75 
Charles H. Sackett, H.D. 
BP: J'1,/ T __ P R __ 
~te elevated pressure In here. Home pressures have been running 140/95 to 102. 
think we have to accept this fact of the office rise. No angina. Diabetes is not 
~ing as well. He says he Is usually negative In the evenings. He will run 2 to 3+ 
the mornings. He was 2+ this morning with a blood sugar here of 212. Nocturia one to 
'0 times which has been true ever since his heart attack. Feels fine. Walking, riding 
s exercise bike, but no weight loss. Seems like he is not ever going to be able to 
.compllsh this. , 
;yslcal Examination: Big man,but Is overweight. Good carotids. Clear lungs. Sinus rhythm. 
:1se rate of 68, S4 , big abdomen, otherwise negative. Good femorals. Fundi no significant 
':pertenslve changes. No diabetic retinopathy. · 
' "-' ,. 
' 
- .:.::~ ()38 
ry Brockman 
11-28-79 
He is to increase his Insulin to 30 units ac supper and continue 50 units ac breakfast. 
I have told him to tell his wife to watch out for late evening reactions. If his urines 
become negative, come back for a fasting sugar. If they remain positive after a week or 
ten days call. He is to continue Apresoline 25 b.i.d., 60 mgs. lnderal q.i.d., 50 mgs. 
1 of Hydroch1orathiazide b. i .d. Four rronths. 
liS/mj Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
_. l~t:~l J'J~ ~ ~<JT .;J.) ))' 
~"". ~o;r L· 
c:f-1.& ·~0 i VJT·<10li(BP· l1/ot U:Jh~r·lf..il R--
)!abetes,/ hypertension, coronary art~~' overweight. Hypertension is still not 
:ontrolled as I would like for It to be, nor is his diabetes or his weight. Coronary 
~isease ·is asymptomatic on his program listed above. tie exercises regularly and is 
iupposedly following an ~calorie diet and sounds as if he is trying to do this 
religiously and he is restricting ~Is salt. But, he must be taking the full 1800 calories 
lecause he is obviously not losing weight. His fasting sugar this morning is 228. He 
:hecks his urines twice a day at home and he says better than 65% of these are negative. 
In general feels well. 
)hysical Examination : ~s overweight, despite his big frame. Blood pressure repeatedly 
10 better than 140/100. Fundi don't show any significant vascular changes or 
any retinopathy. S~, no murmur. Sinus rhythm. Clear lungs. Protubrant abdomen. No 
liver edge felt. Pedal pulses not checked. 
Increase his Apresoline to 25 q.i.d. Continue lnderal 60 q.i.d. , Hydrochlorathizide 
SO·mgs. b.i.d. , 50 units of NPH ac breakfast, 30 units ac supper, after two to three 
~~teeks on this .program come in for -·three to four random blood pressure checks. 
~ur months follow up. Weight loss again emphasized. 
) 
(.liS/mj Charles'!H.Sackett, M.D. 
~-~ 
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Henry feels fine, but his sugar and his blood pressures are not under control .• 
Blood pressure responded well during the summer to changing medication-and the 
(139 ~·-
• 
'·· 
iP:'l ry Brockmar~ 
11-17-80 
last two checks have been poor. He has gained weight. 
On physical examination: I get 190 to 200/115. F-undi show some mlld generalized 
narrowing • Lungs are clear. Slf. Protubrant abdomen, otherwise negative. 
:sugar several days ago ,fasting was 250. 
Henry•s solution to this was that I should prescribe several days off for him. 
I wouldn 1 t do this but told him I would prescribe ten pounds off and set a goal of 
··anuary 15th for him to attain this and he is to come In then and get his weight and 
~is blood pressure and his sugar all checked with a four month office follow up in 
continuation of Apresoline 25 q.i.d., lnderal 60 q.l.d., Hydrochlorathiazide 50 mgs. 
b.i.d., NPH 50 units a.c. breakfast and 30 units a.c. supper. 
CHS/mj ,, Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
) 
~" 
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Admitted: 2/10/81 
Transferred: 2/14 or 2/15/81 
Discharge Diagnosis: Atherosclerotic coronary disease with remote history of an inferior 
myocardial infarction associated with supraventricular and ventricular tachycardia 
with good recovery and now with recurrent chest pain and ischemic episodes characterized 
by anterior T wave invc!"sion without acute transmural EKG chanyes but with enzyme 
changes of mild myoc:JJ 1 inl n«'crosJs.'l'h~ patient uduitionally has hypertension and 
diabetes, both of which have been poorly control len. At the time of transfer, the 
piltient is on Inderal 60 mgs. q. six h., Apresoline 25 mgs. q. six h., Hydrochlorothiazid• 
50 mgs. b.i .d., Isordil suhlinqunl 10 mqs. q. three h., heparin 5,000 units IV 
q. four h. Nitrol paste one inch q. 8 h. and NPH insulin 55 units q.a.c.b. 
This man had been quite well referable to his coronary disease, fully physically 
active in a walking and bicycle riding program and at full time work in the sheriff's 
depar'bnent prior to this admission aru since his last admission to Duke. He develope3 
significant hypertension and has been on 60 mgs. of Inderal q.i.d., 50 mgs. of 
Hydrochlorothiazide b.i.d. and Aprcsoline 25 mgs. q.i.d. for hypertension control am 
this has been less than satisfactory with the last pressure in the office being 180/110 
but with home diastolics alleJod jn th0 region of 90. Additionally he has been on 
50 units of NPH insulin with diabetes less than well controlled, primarily because of 
his failure to follow diet. Pain free up until the day prior to admission when he had 
an episode of pain during the night and again in the morning requiring admission, brief, 
not lasting more than fifteen to twenty minutes. Physical examination at the time o~ 
admission showed blood pressure 180/120 when he originally presented, later 150/106.· 
Occasional premature beat was noted. He was. in no acute distress at that time, moderately 
aver weight. S-4 gallop. No S-1. 
··;:... ~:. :;~:;~ ... 
' 
1~-E: . 
:1one c.~ll fromDr. Floyd at Duke. Pa~ ient was admitted there three weeks ago on 
~ansfe~ from here for unstable angina. ~e had cardiac catheterization , showing advanced 
hree vessel .. 9~sease waas put on Niiedipine: 30 mgs. q8 hrs. but went on to evolve 
r.l acute ir~e~.'ior myocardial infarction. He did not receive any surgical treatment. 
e continued rather persist cheSt pain, ST elevations and enzyme elevations. but gradua1ly 
nproved and has been asymptomatic and was discharged from there yesterday. He was 
~scharged on Nifedipine 30 mgs. q8 hrs and was also on Propranolol 40 mgs. q6 hrs. 
he latter drug being given mainly to decrease the tachycardia he had with hte 
ifedipine. He apparently is asymptomatic and was discharged yesterday and the phone call 
as to let us know. 
i.JG/mj 
1/t.:/ 
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Robert L. Glenn,M.D. 
TF _-; "/'1-[r(.,; WT: 1/: BP: ... T P R __ 
ry is a~roximately four weeks post anterior m¥Ocardia1 infarction. Infarcted at Duke 
er the tnstitution of Nifedipine therapy and two days after his catheterization, which 
~ed a total occlusion of dominant right, subtotal occlusion of ~he LAD, which presumably 
what he infarcted and subtotal occlusion of the circumflex with good dlstal run off only 
the circumflex. Poor left ventricular function at that ti.me. Total CPK to 626. 
charged on Hydroch.lorathi·azide 50 mgs. daily and Nifedipine 20 mgs. q6h. Potassium 
oride 40 meq. daily1 lnderal 40 mgs. four times a day, 56 units of NPH and 16 units 
regular qam. Has used Nitroglycerin once for fleeting discomfort, doesn't think he 
really had any significant angina. Tires easily. Gets winded when he walks. He is walking 
mile three times a day, slow pace. Sleeps well. Weight has come down one pound since he has 
n home from Duke in the last two weeks. Fasting blood sugar here this morning 210 
sical Examination: Blood pressure 106/82 • Yesterday 110/8~. Still ovenNeight. Somewhat 
low complection. Clear lungs. He has an intermittent 53 gallop varying with respiration. 
murmur. Sinus rate at 94. Abdomen no liver edge and no edema. 
shows a fairly extensive recent anteroseptal myocardial infarction. Chest x-ray 
ws a 2 em. increase in heart size compared to Hay 1'77. Inspiration is not as good 
)robably has not gained tpis much, but enlargment" in the region of the left ventricle 
a, vasculature at the upper limits of normal. 
m afraid Henry is carrying a poor prognosis now with poor left ventricular function 
m plac.ing him on Lanoxin .25 mgs. daily, in addition to his other medications,have 
d him not to increase his activity over what he is doing. Strict with his diet if 
is spilling any sugar in his urine and he has been trace the last few mornings to let 
know and I will increase his NPH,othenwise recheck in here in three weeks. 
have a fasting sugar and recheck on heart size at that time. Will see Dr. Floyd 
5-5-81 for routine follow up along with his Nifedipine protocol. 
/mj Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
endum: Henry says he has occasional spells of feeling quite nervous and jumpy and jittery 
.ally different from any type of Insulin reaction he has ever had and I have given 
1 some Valium to take 2 1/2 mgs. p.r.n. 
lmj X /) 
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,. Laboratory Work: His in1 tial chemistry showed a potassium slightly low at 3 .4, 
creatinine l.l. Random suyar 307. l·'ast inq suqar rm 12/11 and 12/12 236 and 250. 
Initial CPK was 56 on the; afternoon of admission. ;,t. seven o'r.lock the followin; 
morning it was 68 and at seven o'clock on the 12th the CPK had riEen to 274 and CPK 
MB fraction had risen fran 0 to 3' and his CPK on tlte afternoon of the 12th had 
dropped to 144 on thP morninq of the 13th to 7:, unrl his MB fraC"tion from 20 to 6 
quantitatively. His S~ll'J' Wtls 14 on ,,drni!.~sion, ro~l" to a hiyh ot 51 and dropJ,Jed to 
36 on the 12th and :!:? on the 13th. llis 1..011 WitS CJ] on admission and rose to 204 
and down to 145 and now to 1~6. His elcctrocardioqram has shown his old inferior 
myocardial infarction und he has had anlerior covin4 of the ST segment and T inversion 
in the precordial lends consistent wjth anterior wall ischemia or subendocardial 
damage and there has been same variation of height and R wave in V-2 but there had 
been no definite u·ausmural changes. His ch~!=;t x-ray has showu no eviucnce of failure 
and normal ~ize he~·t. The patient di~ wel) ourinq thr. first hours of admission and then 
during the first night of admission hdd a brief ~pisode of pain associated with rising 
ST segment. This reoccurred again about H a.m. on the mornincJ of the 11th and then during 
the mor~ng and early afternoon of the 11th, he had same eight to nine episodes of 
varyinc{ d_egrees of pain associated with ST se<nnent elevation in the anterior leads. 
The pa!n could actually_~£- _antici~- ~! th _!._~-~--!!~~~t elevati'?_n_ J!r_ecedinq the onset 
. . ,. . ""'. 
of symptoms. He was rapidly started-on vasodiljtation, reachinq Isordil 10 mgs. 
sublingual 4· three h. and one inch p~•st.c q. U h. aud by midufternoon of 
the 11th, his pain hud !'topped. lie was tolP.ratinCJ the vasodilitution ranarkably 
well with minimal headache and with moderate drop in blood pressure. On one occasion 
his preasure dropped to 100 but most of the time uow he has been ranging in the 
range of 115 to 130 over 85 to 90, occOJsion;,lly diastolic as low as 70. On the 
afternoon of the 13th nssociatcd with multipl~ nttnnpt:3 at reestablishing a venous 
line, he aqain experienced risinq 5'1' seqmcnt Clnd bt-iC'f chest puin. These have all 
been quickly relieved by Nitr~lycerin and he h.1s had no spell that has been prolonged 
and it is not clear when he sustained his myoc"rdi.:1l necrosis unless it was the result 
of the repetitive episodes on the 11th. It is felt that he probably has a 
high grade lesion of his left system, possibly with superimposed spa::;n with known 
previous inferior infarction relating to the riqht coronary. Felt he probably still 
js at high risk for major left occlusive disea~c nn~ he is beinq transferred at this 
point for possible angiography·-and surqical consit~criltion at Duke. He has had no 
significant arrhythmius. Uc has had oc-c·:tsion;ll l'VC ,lJlt] has been .-·,rried on prophylactic 
Lidocaine at two mgs. a minute. 
Charles II. Sackett, M. D. 
__ ,.. -'"' .. 
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tsically no complaints, except. he f'·rnds that he still fatigued easily with his walking. 
>te that I told tdm la;t time not to increase his walking activity and he stated then 
1at he was walking a half a·mile three times a day then. No pain. No dyspnea. No cough. 
id have a respiratory infection early part of last week and according to him his diabetes 
a~ been out of whack since, 3 and ~+ without symptoms of polyuria or polydyspia 
Jt a 310 fasting this morning with q+. On 56 of NPH and 16 of regular. 
as put on Lanoxin on the last visit and continues on Hydrochlorathiazide 50 mgs. daily 
nd Ntfedlplne 20 mgs. q6hr, Potassium chloride 40 meq. daily, lnderal 40 meq. four times 
day. Note the lnderal was being used primarly to decrease the tachycardia of Nifedipine. 
tsical Examination: Very little weight change. Two pounds since being home for five 
'eeks. Is still overweight. Still running now. low pressure which prognotically is a poor 
ign as far as his left ventricular function is concerned. His rhythm is regular. Rate 
n the high 70's and low ao•s and there is a variable 53 gallop at the left lower sternal 
~order. No murmur. No liver edge and no edema. Chest x-ray shows about a em. decrease 
n heart ·s)ae compared to the film of last month. This probably represents some slight 
mprovemeft but also a better inspiratory effort. CT ratio 14.2 to 33.2. 
'l . 
froblem really is to try and determine Henry•s tolerance as far as left ventricular 
~unction Is concerned. Will go with a low level exercise test in several weeks, forward ;/ 
:he Information to Dr. Floyd for his Hay 5th review. Henry•s job can be totally ~. 
lesk bound so I think he can return to work as long as those facts are correct and • · 
ae says if he can work for another 14 months it will mean $3,000 more a year 
n his retirement, so we certainly should aim for that fomim. He will see me 
about a month after returning from Duke which will be around the first of June. 
:HS/mj Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
~ddendum: Note that Henry will be seven weeks post infarct on the 8th of this month. 
:HS/mj 
.J'\ // / ~-' 1 0'., .. 1] I / ~ 
5-19-81 
See letter from Duke-statement by Dr. Floyd that he felt he could not perform 
,. 
.~ield work in the law enforcement area , but that he was capable of working 
in an administrative or supervisory capacity. See my letter to Mr. Donald Pendleton. 
CHS/mj 
/ 
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Charles H. Sackett, M.D. 
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Routine follow-up. Saw Floyd in May who felt he was stable and recommended that he not 
be involved in law enforcement. His employer in the sheriff's dept. has terminated him 
because they said they couldn't use him. He now has his disability applications in. 
States that he feels short of breath at times with exertion and other times not. Occasionall 
gets some pains in his arms with exertion and at other times not. Relieved by rest. Hasn't 
used Nitroglycerin but once since returning from Duke. No chest pain. No tachycardia. 
Diabetes still not well controlled. He is positive invariably in the morning, 2, 3, 4+, 
and tends to clear during the day. He has had borderline feeling of insulin reaction in 
late afternoon. Always negative in the evening. This is on 56 of NPH and 18 regula~each 
morning. He is walking three times a day, no more than about half a mile, and he is 
"pittling" in his yard. Feels somewhat tired at the end of the day but tolerates the 
activities during the day all right. 
043 
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itiil smnc\~hat overweight. Good BP. Clear lungs. Prominent 53. Sinus rhythm. Negative 
the omen. 
\E are changing his insulin to 60 NPH and 16 regular ~ach morning. Drop to 14 of regular 
if he gets late afternoon reactions. Blood sugar in three weeks. Continue his Hydrochlora-
thiazide 50 mg. daily and Nifedipine 20 mg. q6h, Potassium Chloride 40 mEq. daily, Inderal 
40 q.i.d.~ Lanoxin .25 daily. He is to see Dr. Floyd q two months on a Nifedipine protocol 
so I am not going to plan to see him again until Oct. Will attempt to regular his diabetes 
without office visits. 
~"HS/sdf 
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Charles H. Sackett. M.D. 
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Mr. Henry Lindbergh Brockman 
r 
Mr. Henry Brockman is a 52 year old member of the Sheriff's Department in 
Amherst County who has a most complicated history. ~~ is admitt~at 
this time for chest; __ _p~in~ and .. was admitted in July of 1976···wil:h an acute 
myocardial ~~±az~~~on~_~omplica~~d by serious recu~t.arrftythmja that 
was ~~~>· -h-II'M'IU to -·ventricular tachycardia and collapse. He was transferred 
to Duke and on esophageal electrode was determined to have a double tachy-
cardia with a supraventricular rate of 166 and an independent ventricular 
tachycardia of 200 and eventually with the passage of time, the use of 
Lidocaine and later Inderal he converted and has had no further rhythm 
problems. He went to the full cardia rehab program and is~actively 
at work. He was admitted shortly after his heart attack with renal 
lithiasis. H~ has had continued_diabetes and hypertension, has been fairly 
poorly controlled ... and-l:ecnfinq-to admission ....again at Lynchburg General 
in March of 1979. He has also had a tendancy to excess we~ght. His 
most recent med~cations have consisted of Apresoline 25 mg. q.i.d., 
Inderal 60 mg. q.i.d.~d HydroChlorothiazide 50 mg. b.i.d. and for is 
diabetes NPH Insulin 50 units in the morning and NPH 30 units for supper. 
He was most recently seen by Dr. Sackett in the office on November 17th 
at which time his weight was up approximately four pounds at 230 and 
his blood pressure was significantly elevated at 184/1+4~ He, however, 
has had his pressure measured at other times when-his diastolic was more 
near 90 and t!1ere was a superimposed element of anxiety in his blood 
pressure determinations very possible. 
The patient continues to walk in good weather and during winter, bicycles 
most days including approximately 13 miles a day recently although 
without much resistance or tension. He has not used Nitroglycerin for 
four years since after the heart attack. He awaked at 2 am. this morning 
.with pain which feel deep in the right shoulder and did not vary with 
movement of his shoulder and went away. He had e breakfast 
and ate somewhat more than usual but nothing remarkable and at 10:30 he 
felt pain in the right shoulder and substernum which cleared in association 
) with Nitroglycerin times one. At that point he came to the Emergency Room 
and once again had pain which was similar and felt hot but no clear 
sweating or nausea. This time the pain cleared in association with Mylanta. 
He was admittedly scared and anxious. He was aware of no palpitations and 
no congestive heart failure symptoms, occasional sinus difficulty 
His review symptoms was, otherwise, quite unremarkable. 
He wears glasses, no smoking or respiratory symptoms. 
GI: Benign. No recurrent stones. NO joints, skin or temperature intolerance 
prolbblems. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: His blood pressure is 180/12Q and 150/106. 
Pulse is 80. Occasional premature. J. 
Respirations: 16. 
m.o.wn'l"'\e u e• 
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PHYSICAL CONT: 
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Brockman, Henry 
He is tense,' obese, very pleasant man in no distress at.this time~ 
Skin and Nodes unremarkable. 
Fundi with some arteriolar narrowing and no real increased light reflex. 
Pharynx is clear. 
Carotids are palpable no increased thyroid and no jugular or venous 
distention. 
Chest: Clear to auscultation 
Heart: With late S-4 no.murmur no rub. 
ABdomen: Obese abdomen without organomegaly, masses or tenderness. 
No phlebitis signs and no ankle edema and good posterior tibial. 
Questionable left dorsalis pedis. 
EKG compared with the last tracing of March 1977 in the office showed 
continued old inferior MI with mild T wave changes since then and 
definitely occasional.PVC. 
IMPRESSION: 1. Significant hypertension and arteriosclerotic heart 
disease with hisuo~ of myocardial infarction in 1976 with significant 
arrhythmias. 2. Probable coronary insufficiency pain at this time. 
3. OBesity and diabetes mellitus •. 4. History of ureteral stones. 
DISPOSITION: With this being so acute and the onset of pain, his poor 
blood pressure and diabetes control and his history of ~ficant 
arrhythmias, and distance from town, I feel there 1s no reasonable 
alternat1ve-but to admit him ~o CCU with no LGH beds going to Virginia 
Baptist. {;J 
{)(Norman Harris, M.D. 
NH:lh 
cc: Dr. NOrman Harris 
Dr. Gordon Leonard 
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DISCHARGE SUMMARY 
evaluation of unstable angina. 
Brockman,H~nry L. 
Walter L. Floyd, M.D. 
Jon Elion,M.D. 
Med-Cardio 
This 53 year old white male was referred by Dr. 
Charles Sackett of Lynchburg, Virginia, for 
The putient 's history dates bac.k to 1976 when 
he sustained an inferior myocardial infarction 
with chest pain, electrocardiographic and enzyme changes. This was compli~ated 
by ~ecurrent ve~tricularmchyarrhythmia, requiring transfer to Duke Hospital for 
evalu'ation and treatment. It responded propranolol which was tapered prior to 
discharge. He remainec;l well until February 10, 1981, when he-.awoke from sleep 
wi.th deep right shoulder pin which later radiated to the tP'i>et:=:aim &aa tight ~hest. 
This was relieved with nitroglycerin and he was admitted to his local hospital. 
He had recurrent pain associated with ST segment elevation but no apparent 
infarction. He was transferred to Duke with unstable angina. His history is also 
significant for adult onset diabetes mellitu~, insulin dependent. He has been 
hypertensive for many years and is poorly controlled with ·medications. 
PE: He was a pleasant, well-appearing white male in 
. no acute distress. Blood pressure 14D/100, 
the remainder of the vital signs are normal. There weEmultiple old sores of 
the skin which were healing and a burn healing nicely on the right forearm. There 
was bilateral arcus senilis with some injection of the left sclera and an irregular 
shape of the left pupile due to old cataract surgery. Funduscopic examination was 
normal. The chest was hyperinflated but otherwise unremarkable. There was an 54 
gallop heard but the cardiac examination was otherwisemrmal. The peripheral pulses 
were palpable and physiologic. Abdomen was obese ana distended but without masSt!S 
or organomegaly. Neurologic examination was normal. 
LABORATORY DATA: Blood count and clotting studies were normal. 
Chemistry panel was normal except for glucose of 
372 mg.% (remained elevated on multiple examinations but was 198 mg.% by discharge). 
Initial cardiac isoenzymes were normal. The initial electrocardiogram showed an · 
old inferior myocardial infarction and a possible anterior mYocardial infargJnn 
of i~~eterminate ~ge. Chest x-ray was unremarkable. · 
HOSPITAL COURSE: The patientmstained several episodes of pain at 
rest associated with ST elevation in the anterior 
leads. He was begun on intravenous nitroglycerin but continued having pain. He 
was tak~n for urgent cardiac catheterization on February 16, 1981, which showed 
significant three vessel disease with total occlusion of the dominant right 
coronary artery and poor distal vassel, a subtotal occlusion of the LDH (poor 
distal vessel), subtotal occlusion of the circumflex with a good distal vessel 
and insignificant disease of the left main system. There was mild asyneresis of 
the anterior wail and moderate asyneresis of the inferior,wall. There was moderate 
akinesia of the apical wall and generalized poor ventricular function. It was felt 
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( Discharged 3-4-81 
Brockman,Henry-L. 
Walter L.Floyd, M.D. 
Jon Elion, M.D. 
Med-Cardio 
Pa e: 2 
that this did not represent operative disease and the patient was begun on 
Nifedipine therapy. He continued having chest pain and on li'ebruary ~8, 1981, he 
developed definite positive enzymes and dramatic electrocardiographic changes of 
a large anterlbr infarction. The peak CPK was 6~6 units, and he remained enzyme 
positive for several days. He ·remained stable and was tapered off of intranveous 
and oral nitrates. He was transferred to the ward where his recovery remained 
uneventful. 
DISCHARGE DIAGNOSIS: / 1. Coronary artery disease. 
. •' a) Status post inferior myocardial infarction • -~\ b) Acute anterior myocardial infarction. 2. Hypertension • 
3. Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus. 
DISCHARGE MEDICATIONS: 1. Hydrochlorothiazide 50 mg. daily. 
2. Nifedipine 20 mg. every 6 hours. 
3. Potassium chloride 40 mEq· daily. 
4. Inderal 40 mg. 4 times daily. 
5. NPH insulin 56 units subcutaneously po am., 
regular insulin 16 units subcutaneously po alD. 
DISPOSITION: To return to see Dr. Floyd in the Medical P.D.C. 
·i 
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HENRY L. BROCKMAN, ) 
Plaintiff ) 
) 
vs. ) I. C. File Number 
) 100-60-39 
COUNTY OF AMHERST BOARD OF ) 
SUPERVISORS, ) 
Defendant ) 
) 
The deposition of DR. CHARLES SACKETT, taken on the 
24th day of July, 1981, before Vi vi an P. Neal, Notary Public 
for the State of Virginia at Large, at the offices of 
Dr. Charles Sackett, 1715 Thomson Drive, lynchburg, Virginia) 
to be used for any lawful purpose permitted under the Rules of 
the Supreme Court, in the above captioned case. 
APPEARANCES: DONALD PENDLETON, ESQ.~ Counsel for p;~intiff 
WilLIAM B. PIERCE, JR., ESQ., Counsel for Defendant 
AUG 0 3 1981 
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Witness 
Dr. Charles Sackett 
I N D E X 
-----
Examination 
Direct - Mr. Pierce 
Cross - Mr. Pendleton 
Redirect -Mr. Pierce 
Recross - Mr. Pendleton 
Redirect - Mr. Pierce 
Recross - Mr. Pendleton 
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The witness, DR. CHARLES SACKETT, having been duly 
sworn, deposes as follows: 
MR. PIERCE: This is a deposition taken for 
Deputy Commissioner Yates to be filed and made a 
part of the record. 
This case is Henry L. Brockman versus 
the County of Amherst Board of Supervisors. 
I. C. File Number 100-60-39. 
It is now approximately 4:05 p.m., and we 
will begin questioning Dr. Charles H. Sackett. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. PIERCE: 
Q Dr. Sackett, you have been treating 
Mr. Brockman, I think, since 1976, is that correct? 
A That•s col ect. 
Q What was the nature of this treatment? 
A I first saw Mr. Brockman in July of 1976 at the 
Lynchburg General Hospital when he had a heart attack. 
Q Your continued treatment of him from 1976 until 
the present has been for a number of things, I understand. Could 
you list those? 
A In addition to his heart disease, Mr. Brockman 
has diabetes mellitus and hypertension, both of which preexisted 
051. 
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the heart attack of 1976, but I was not involved in his treatment 
until that point. 
Q As I understand it, diabetes mellitus and 
hypertension and even mild obesity are all what would be 
referred to as risk factors in the development of coronary 
artery disease. Is that correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q In your opinion, the most recent heart attack of 
February of 1981 was a result of what conditions or factors? 
A The result of his preexisting heart disease 
changing with the passage of time. 
Q Would it be accurate to state that the combination 
of risk factors that we mentioned just previously, and 
specifically a complication of coronary artery disease, brought 
on or were the causes of the February of 1981 infarction? 
A I'm sorry. Ask me that again. 
Q Would it be accurate to state that the combination 
of the risk factors which we mentioned, such as diabetes 
mellitus and hypertension and mild obesity, and specifically the 
complication of coronary artery disease, were the causes of the 
myocardial infarction of February of 1981? 
A Let me re-word what you asked me. 
He has a disease of the coronary artery that is known 
-~ •••••• ~_.._.,., .••• ....- , •• , •• ~--· ----· ~~· •• , ~ ._,,. • -···· ........ .....-;-:-~ ... !:.~-........ oli.~---·(#t•f"WW,._...,_,~ 
a s co ron a r y art e r y d i s e as e o r cor on a r:..x .. " .. ~. r .. t.e r;LO..,~.-c le..r_!,_~ i s • ....T h a t • s 
r-~ _______ .. ,..- .. ,;.·· ·. _.,. +- • ---- .,-........... • -·· ~ ~--1····•/.;1o\_•,::i-!;.- ....... _ ..... 
a chronic disease that has been present and preexisted the first 
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heart attack. The hypertension and the diabetes are risk factors 
·-------------------
that would predispose the disease to --~-?~.S.-~~--- oyer_ a .. pe~i_od_ of 
time and could be contributing factors to the second heart 
attack in 1981. 
Q So then the coronary artery disease predated the 
~---.._...._...~··----=:or,_,... ...... _~, -;. -. ... _.._ __ , ... 
.-:. ................... - .. ... :·.:.. ... .:..~,_ .. _ ... _ .":~;;.~ ............ _..~ .. -. 
July of 1976 heart attack? 
...,.,.._......"--4·--;-,-............. ___ _ 
A 
Q Would it be safe to say then that that condition 
predated that heart attack for more than a period of months? 
A Statistically, that would be true. 
Q So then the heart attacks of both 1976 and 1981 
•... ~ 
were caused by the coronary artery disease? 
A That's co~rect. 
Q Is coronary artery disease in Mr. Brockman's case 
--- ------- . ~-.. -.• ......__ 
caused by his occupation as an investigator with the Amherst 
. - -----·- -- --· ...... - - ... ,-..... ........... ~-- ----·-
County Sheriff's Department? 
---------- .. ··.·-··· --~· -----;-;-~-----. 
A No. 
Q Have you found any cause or connection between 
Mr. Brockman's occupation and his coronary artery disease and 
myocardial infarction? 
A You have mentioned risk factors contributing to 
coronary artery disease. Stress is a risk factor considered by 
many to be a contributing factor. 
Q In this particular case, would you say, as you 
seemed to intimate earlier, that the cause was specifically the 
{)53 
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coronary artery disease and not his occupation as an investigator? 
A When you're talking about risk factors, you're 
~ 
ta 1 king about risk factors that c Of}t_r.!Q_~.~-~.~Q ....... COJ;OJUtt:.Y...,.~-9 .. r"tery 
.. -~ ........ -.... -.......... -·-·· .._ ~--- --
disease --diabetes mellitus, hypertension, obesity, smoking, 
_ _____.,.....----- -·----~-- - -- -"' - ~- • - ~.".!""' ---·---·--·--- .•.• -........ __ , ____ .•• -·--~--... --· .. -·.~ • ......_~ •• -".4-..c·.:...-r,:.....,....:e-#t.O.'. .......... ~_-__ ,. • ....,. 
male sex, stress; these are risk factors that contri~ute to 
~-:.,_ __ _.... .... ~- ... -· ..... "·-
- ,;#_h __ , •• ,,. .. .;·--
------~____.. ...... ----···"'-4---~---·--- ·-~ .. --- ... -- . 
coronary artery disease, so that stress in itself is considered 
by some to be one of the contributing risk factors. 
Q Is there any indication in Mr. Brockman•s particular 
case that that was a contributing factor? 
A We have no direct connection. 
MR. PIERCE: Thank you. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. PENDLETON: 
Q Dr. Sackett, arteriosclerotic heart disease, is 
this somethin·g that most human beings have from the time they are 
twenty on up? 
A There is good evidence that there is a significant 
number of the population that may have some degree of this from 
an early age on. 
Q Now, this is something that would not necessarily 
be discovered unless someone had a heart problem like 
Mr. Brockman did in 1976? 
A Well, to state it better, it can exist without 
symptoms in a number of people and until a symptom develops or 
054 
until something is picked up in a routine p 
it can be present with no one having knowle 
Q I be 1 i e v e i n • 7 6 when you t r• 
to return to his occupation as a chief inve~ 
Amherst County Sheriff's Department? 
A Right. 
Q I believe that was in September. So he was able 
to go back to work and do his normal job? 
A Right. 
Q In February of this year, he was working at the 
time he had his second heart attack, is that correct? 
A Right. 
Q In reference to his second heart attack, was that 
in the same area of the heart or was that in a different part of 
the heart? 
A That was in a different part of the heart. 
Q So the second heart attack ~as in a different part 
and was entirely unrelated, to some degree, from the first one? 
A 
·-, .. ,..,, . ..,.,._ ",..~.__,._~,..,.,'14...,..._.~,_~~.;.f":"M~""~~·----.... ..-..-••--
It was the same disease process. but two different 
-~---·· 
heart attacks. 
~"""'"··"'·---------
Q From the second heart attack, he has not been able 
to return to his normal occupation as chief investigator of the 
Amherst County Sheriff's Department? 
A Right. 
Q I believe you have recommended that he retire and 
()55 
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also Duke University? 
A Correct. We recommended that he should not be 
placed back into a job in the law enforcement capacity that he 
had been before. 
Q In other words, to stay away from the stress 
situation? 
A Correct. 
MR. PENDLETON: Thank you very much, 
Dr. Sackett. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. PIERCE: 
Q Dr. Sacke~, if I might ask you a couple more 
questions. Is there really any evidence or any statistically 
supported studies to show a direct relation between stress and 
myocardial infarction? 
A Between stress and myocardial infarction? 
Q Yes. 
A I think you would have to answer that only in 
terms of actual case histories. There are a number of situations 
that have occurred in which a person has undergone an acute 
stressful situation and a heart attack occurs within the next 
twenty-four hours or within the next eighteen -- within the time 
frame that you can consider that that stressful situation was a 
precipitating factor. Not the cause of the disease, but a 
,-s "~ 
9 
precipitating factor. 
Q Is it possible to determine any causel relationsh 
between Mr. Brockman's employment and his myocardial infarction 
of 1976 based on your medical records? 
A No, I don't think there is. 
Q So just to summarize what you said earlier, am I 
correct in stating that you believe that Mr. Brockman's heart 
attack-was. ·caused by a c-~~pii'~atioii••-'o•f·-the~'coroiiiry'--1lrtery'-·(fiseas 
and not by his employment? 
-~ ....... -
I" ·t.hi~k-=-,~tated differently, it was caused by the A 
fact t~at he had underlying coronary artery disease and that I 
'-------··-.-•- --···· .. -. _ .j·-··--. ,,_J .. -.._-....--,~~.:.-.1'>4"',_,h_,.~·~•,..-~:"t;·.:·~·'"l<:.'tJ--r".,.l'l'lo.."'t~C:"'W;_\•,.~,.....-
don't feel that his employment was a contributing factor. 
MR. PIERCE: Thank you. 
RECROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. PENDLETON: 
Q Was that in 1976? 
A Yes, 1976. 
Q In 1981, the second heart attack, which was a 
.. 
different heart attack, which is occupational related, was stress 
in his occupation a contributing factor in the second one? 
A Not that we could determine. 
· ·· Q Is it probable? 
A - I don' t believe so. 
Q But stress in a job such as his is one that he 
{).57 
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should stay away from as a result of his second heart attack? 
A Right. 
Q The second heart attack was a different heart 
attack, unrelated to the first one? 
A Unrelated, realizing that the same disease process 
is there all along, but unrelated in terms of two different 
events. 
8 Y f1 R • P I E R C E : 
MR. PENDLETON: Thank you very much, 
Dr. Sackett. 
MR. PIERCE: let me ask you one more question, 
Dr. Sackett. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
Q You say they are unrelated, and I can understand 
that because they might be in two different places of the heart, 
but it is the same continuing process of coronary artery disease 
that caused both heart attacks? 
A That's what I was trying to emphasize, the same 
disease process. 
MR. PENDLETON: The same disease, but a 
factor would be stress and diabetes and whatnot. 
It all adds up together. 
THE WITNESS: You have asked me a question? 
1 1 
RECROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. PENDLETON: 
Q What I 1 m getting at is: You have the heart 
disease and then you add in the factor of diabetes and then you 
add in his occupational related job which is stressful. You add 
these factors up and they could be contributing causes to the 
second heart attack? 
A The things that we list as risk factors could be 
------·~-------------
contributing causes to his second heart attack. 
.. ;J' ~-- -------- - --·-
- ··-.. ..._-.. ~----- .. ~--..______--.._. .. ___ ~,_ ... ___ . 
HR. PENDLETON: Thank you very much. 
MR. PIERCE: I have no further questions. 
MR. PENDLETON: Dr. Sackett, do you want to 
waive reading your deposition and authorize her to 
sign your name to the samel 
THE WITNESS: I sure do. 
AND FURTHER THIS DEPONENT SAITH NOT. 
CUeS;~~ 
Deponent 
By: z~~ G?/J 
Notary Pub 1 i c 
12 
STATE OF VIRGINIA: 
to-wit, 
I, Vivian P. Neal, Notary Public in and for the State 
of Virginia at large, do certify that the foregoing deposition 
was taken before me, transcribed and typed under my supervision, 
the witness having been duly sworn at the time and place herein 
above mentioned. 
My commission expires July 1, 1983. 
Given under my hand this ~~ day of July, 1981. 
?~~ t?W 
·---No ta ry Pub 1 i c 
f'60 
\ 
STATE OF VIRGINIA: 
:to-wit, 
I, Vivian P. Neal, Notary Public, in and for the State 
of Virginia at Large, do certify that the corrected page 9 of 
the deposition of Dr. Charles Sackett, taken on the 24th of July, 
1981, in the case of Henry L. Brockman v. County of Amherst 
Board of Supervisors, is an accurat~ r~fl~cti~n of the questions 
and answers actually given on July 24, 1981~ 
My commission expires July 1, 1983. 
Given under my hand this 12th day of October, 
Notary Public, 
-· 
.... :. 
SEP 1 01981 
OPINION BY YATES 
Deputy Commissioner 
Hearing before Deputy Commissioner in Lynchburg,/ 
Virginia on July 8, 1981. ~ 
This case is before the Commission on ap~lication of 
the plaintiff, filed ~~y 8, 1981, alleging an industrial 
accident (occupational disease, heart disease, and hypertension) 
as prescribed by Section 65.1-47.1, Code of Virginia. The parties 
have stipulated a gross weekly wage.of $339.25. All medical 
reports are made part of the hearing record, including the 
deposition of Dr. Charles Sackett. The case is defended on the 
bas.is of the applicable Statute of Limitations and a denial that 
this claim falls within thep~iew of the above cited Code Section. 
From the record we have, it is clear the employee sus-
tained major heart difficulties on July 2, 1976 in accordance 
with a Discharge Summary of the Lynchburg General Hospital as 
~~repared by Dr. Sackett. The final diagnosis from this discharge 
was: 
"Arteriosclerotic heart disease. 
Acute inferolateral mvocardia 
infarction. Supraventricular 
tachycardia, ventricular 
tachycardia". 
The record reflects the plaintiff spent the entire month in this 
hospital and the Duke University Hospital, but returned to work. 
(lfl2 
~~othe~ heart difficulty manife~ted itself in 1979, and again 
on February 10, 1981. The plaintiff was released from the 
hospit'-1 and given clearance for strictly administrative duties 
but was then terminated from the S~eriff's Department on the 
basis of work incapacity. 
There is no indication in the case at bar this plaintiff 
has ever undergone a physical examination at the request of the 
appointing authority or governing body employing him. The statute 
in question became effective July 1, 1976. 
From the record before us, it is clear this plaintiff 
----.....---r-----:---:--:------··-··-·----·-··:' had hypertension which pre-existed the enactment of the statute 
but the same situation pre;~j_-l~A· J§;{{ the ~olice .... ~ficer in ~he 
.,~-~··•·~·~ ~~-·~-,~~~PA~·4~ ~ ·~·~~· ~~~o/~-~~~ ~·~~ ~l ~·~~·~~~~Y~~-~A~~~~~~···--
case of GARRISON v. Prince William County (220 VA. 913, and 
hereinafter referred to as Garrison). Garrison learned in 1975 
from his private physician that he had elevated blood nressure. 
In fact, Garrison knew of this-problem nine (9) years earlier 
at the time of the military examination. The Hearing Commissioner 
.and the Full Commission on review held that Garrison not having 
been free of hypertension either prior to making his claim or 
prior to the enactment of pertinent Code Section was not entitled 
to claim benefits of the presumption. The Supreme Court held 
against the contention as to the applicability of the limitation 
period contained in Section 65.1-52, Code of Virginia on the 
basis that while the officer knew of the hypertension in 1975 
there was no communication of a diagnosis that such arose out 
of and in the course of his employment, therefore, the limitation 
statute did not begin to run at the time nor did it begin to run 
at the time of the enactment thereof. The Court further held 
that the two (2) year period ~'begins to run ·only when a claimant 
{)f)3 
has r€:c·~ived a diagnosis of an occupational disease" and further 
that "a person has not received a diagnosis of an occupational 
disease until he receives the diagr;osis that he suffers from an 
occupational disease". The Court (quoting from Berry vs County 
of Henrico, 219 VA 259) held that: 
--"the General Assembly 
intended the presumption 
_ / _ ~o~~pply in those instances 
~an examination conducted 
under the direction and control 
of the employer fails to make 
a positive finding of the 
disease which subsequently brings 
about the disability". 
This record is devoid of any indication that this 
plaintiff ever underwent a pre-employment physical or a physical 
subsequent to his employment at the direction of either the 
"appointing authority" or "the governing body" as spoken to by 
Section 65.1-47.1. We therefore hold the employer had abrogated 
its rights, and we adopt the finding of Dr. G. K. Leonard (report 
of July 21, 1981) that this plaintiff was free of coronary artery 
disease "prior to July, 1976". It is from the heart disease this 
plaintiff contends he is now disabled. As indicated in Garrison, 
supra, the subsequent finding of the heart disease cannot "undermine 
\ 
the claimant)entitlement to th~tatutory Presumption". The only 
source we have for a determination of pre-existing hypertension 
is the comment in the ~arge Summary from the July 2, 1976 / 
admission indicating# "known diabetes and known hypertension". A-vf" 
It is our finding this plaintiff has borne the requisite 
burden of proving his entitlement to the Statutory Presumption 
affecting police officers and that he has further borne the burden 
of proving disability from July 2, 1976 to September 15, 1976 
and again commencing February 2, 1981 to the present time and 
{)fl4 
continuing. 't\Te find the weE:kly cou,pensation ra'""e to be $213.00 
per ~~~~- All benefits which have accrued frcm the inception 
of this award to the nearest full week front the date thereof 
shall be paid in one lump sum directly to this plaintiff, but 
deducting therefrom a fee in the s~ of $2,250.00 to be paid 
directly to Mr. Donald G. Pendleton, Esq. for legal assistance 
furnished to this plaintiff. The defendants shall also be 
responsible for all medical expenses incurred as a result of 
necessary examinations, treatment and hospital charges for the 
heart disease pro~lem. Additional benefits under this Award 
shall be paid weekly until any future change in condition is 
timely brought to our attention. 
It appearing that all matters before this Commission 
having been determined, this case is dismissed and stricken 
from the Commission's Hearing Docket. 
()~5 
r 
VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU INSURANCE SERVICES 
Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company Early Settlers Insurance Company Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Company 
September 11, 1981 
Mary W. Ragland, Clerk 
Department of Workmen's Compensation 
Industrial Commission of Virginia 
P. 0. Box 1794 
Richmond, Virginia 23214 
RE: Henry L. Brockman vs- __ .COUll:Cy o.£ AmhersJ:._ .Board. of Supervisors 
I. C. File No.: 100-60-39 
Carrier Claim No.: ws 5718 
Dear Ms. Ragland, 
The defendants in the above styled case hereby give notice 
of and request a review before the full Commission of the Opinion 
rendered by Deputy Commissioner Yates on September 10, 1981. 
Please forward me a copy of the transcript of the heari~g 
~held before Deputy Commissioner Yates in Lynchburg, Virginia on July 8, 1981. • \~~ Your anticipated cooperation is most certainly appreciated. 
~\i );¥'Very truly yours, 
iLhLl~ ·· x:J V?u.UL /9. 
William B. Pierce} Jr. 
Claims Attorney ~ 
WBP,jr~g 
cc: Donald G. Pendleton 
P. 0. Box 493 
Amherst, Virginia 24521 
DATE OF LAST PAYMENT 
--------------------
APPLICATION FILED-----------
REFEBRED TO DOCKET 
----------------------
NOV 6 1981 
Opinion by MILLER 
Commissioner 
REVIEW before the Full Commission in Richmond, 
Virginia on October 29, 1981. 
This case comes on the defendants' review appli-
cation to the September 10, 1981 Opinion and Award of 
benefits under Virginia Code §~5.1-47.1 for incurred 
heart attacks[s]. 
Upon review presentation claimant's counsel 
waived the brief benefits claim for the (first) July 2, 
1976 heart attack with incapacity from July 2 to September 
15, 1976, and requested affirmance of the benefits award 
for claimant for the separa~e and distinct (second) 
February 10, 1981 heart attack. 
The Opinion below (with pertinent citations) 
sufficiently sets forth the circumstances of the case. The 
Commission concurs in the holding of compensability and that 
the presumption has not been sufficiently rebutted (by Dr. 
Sackett • s evidence) • See also Page v. City of Richmond, 
218 Va. 844. 
()f)7 
Moreover, as discussed in the C~inion below 
the claimant is not deemed barrea by tbe err.?loyer's not 
securing and the absence of pre-employment physical 
examination. See Garrison v. P::-:!.nce ~·lilliam County, 220 
Va. 913; Berry v. County of Hen~ico, 219 Va. 259; City of 
Wavnesboro v. Harter, (Record No. 801256) decided 
September 11, 1981. 
Additionally, as noted there was no bar as 
that he suffered from an occupational disease or that his 
condition arose from his employ. 
Therefore, upon review by the Commission the find-
ing and conclusions of compensability of the February 10, 
1981 heart attack as contained in the September 10, 1981 
Opinion and Award of ongoing benefits from February 10, 1981 
are 
AFFIRMED (with modification that the award of 
compensation benefits from the July 2, 1976 heart attack 
be deleted with its July 2 to September 15, 1976 incapacity 
period) • 
The approved fee to be deducted and paid to 
Donald G. Pendleton, Esq. for legal services is hereby in-
creased to a total of $3,000.00. 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 
1. The Industrial Commission erred in finding that Va. 
Code §65.1-47.1 should apply to the claimant when he had not 
undergone a physical examination conducted under the direction and 
control of the employer prior to making a cla±m, and the employer 
had no opportunity to conduct such an examination after the effective 
...... date of §65.1-47.1, and prior to the first heart attack. of the claimant. 
2. The Industrial Commission erred in finding that the 
employee's claim was not barred by the statute of limitations. 
3. The Industrial Commission erred in finding that the 
statutory presumption provided by §65.1-47.1 was not rebutted by 
competent medical evidence. 
4. The Industrial Commission erred in finding that the claimant 
was entitled to the statutory presumption of §65.1-47.1 as the 
,f> 
medical evidence indicates the claimant was not free of "hyper-
tension or heart disease" prior to presenting his cla~. 
